
E1354-EO1751-GRAS
PURPLE GARNET, SPINEL & DIAMOND EARRINGS

 
18K yellow gold earrings featuring 5.46 carat total weight of asscher-cut purple
garnets accented by 0.85 carat total weight of asscher-cut spinels and 0.71 carat

total weight of round diamonds.
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UNIQUE DESIGN TRAITS
 

Incredibly brilliant and vibrant purple garnets are expertly matched, example of
top quality garnets in this color range. 

 
Spinel is a remarkable gemstone, great for everyday wear and with exceptional

brilliance, it is gaining widespread recognition as a sought after gemstone since it
became an additional birthstone for August. 

 
The setting allows for plenty of light to enter, so the garnets and spinels can best

display its exceptional brilliance colors.
 

Fine details of craftsmanship, these earrings are manufactured through a process
called 'pulled wire' as displayed by the gold wire frame. This process makes the

metal far less porous than common casting techniques.
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GEMSTONE DETAILS

 
Garnet 

 
The garnet family of gemstones is scientifically classified as a "group," meaning
that although the gems share the same atomic or crystal structure, they differ in
their chemical makeup. For this reason, varieties of garnet will display certain
distinct properties. Rarity of specific varieties within the group dramatically

increases value compared to other garnets, such as demantoid, spessartine and
tsavorite.

 
Garnet is the birthstone for January and the gift for the second wedding

anniversary. 
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GEMSTONE DETAILS

 
Spinel 

 
Centuries ago, in Sanskrit writings, spinel was called the daughter of ruby,

adored, yet somehow different. The Crown Jewels of Great Britain are graced
with spinels and have resided in the regalia of kingdoms throughout history.

 
Found in Myanmar (Burma), Sri Lanka and East Africa, spinel comes in a

variety of colors including oranges, pinks, blues, lavenders, mauves and vivid
reds. While common in sizes up to two carats, larger gemstones can also be

acquired.
 

Spinel is thought to protect the owner from harm, to reconcile differences, and to
soothe away sadness. However, the strongest reasons for buying a spinel are its

rich, brilliant array of colors and its surprising affordability.
 

One of the most under-appreciated gemstones, spinel is coveted by collectors and
gemologists for its range of hues and spectacular optical properties. Spinel was
recently added as an official birthstone for August, raising its exposure to new
heights. Recognized and prized for its hardness, brilliance, and unlike many

other gem types, spinel is rarely treated or enhanced in any way. Many believe
the name spinel comes from the Greek word for ’spark’. This name suits spinel

well since it is a singularly refractive stone and is formed with cubic crystals
similar to diamond, which gives this gemstone remarkable brilliance and fire.

 
Spinel is the birthstone for August and a gift for the 22nd wedding anniversary. 
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This document certifies that the holder of this certificate is the owner of
a one-of-a-kind handcrafted jewelry piece designed by Niveet Nagpal of

Omi Privé.

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY

Niveet Nagpal 
Head Designer, Omi Privé
GIA Graduate Gemologist Authenticity Number: E1354
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DESIGN DETAILS
 

Purple Garnet, Spinel & Diamond Earrings 
18K Yellow Gold 

2 Garnet Asscher-cut 5.46 ctw. (7.70x7.70mm) - Natural 
2 Spinel Asscher-cut 0.85 ctw. (4.50x4.50mm) - Natural 

80 Diamond 0.71 ctw. (E-F/VS+)
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